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Abstract 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is widely adoptable technology by the organizations world-wide to 
grow their business.  In the same manner the educational institutes and Universities are also implementing 
the ERP systems for their organizations to utilize their resources in the best way to achieve their goal and 
objective. In the history of the ERP systems, its implementation has higher failure rates than the 
implementation of any other application. Same rate of failures are also realized in the higher education 
institutes. ERP system was meant for manufacturing organization only but now it is adopted by all type of 
organizations, and higher education institutes are one of them. There are hundreds of educations ERP 
available in the market, but still there are higher failure rate and one can reduce this by integrating other 
technology like Knowledge management (KM) with it. In this article we are focusing a module of 
Enterprise Knowledge Management system through which knowledge of the faculty can be explored and 
their teaching can be improved which as a result can be helpful for the overall development of the 
students. 
 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of JIBES University, 
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1. Introduction 
 
ERP system automates the whole process of an enterprise, and shows the current accurate position 
which helps the knowledge workers of that enterprise to achieve the goals set by the enterprise. It plans to 
utilize all the resources of the enterprise in best manner to achieve their respective goals and objectives. 
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In the current era, educational enterprises or Institutions are opting Information Communication 
Technology to improve their Teaching Quality as well as their goodwill to beat other enterprises in same 
domain and put them up to the mark on some specified standard. Smart class concepts are one good step 
towards this improvement. This system automates complete working of an educational enterprise 
including teaching learning process, but it’s not able to utilize the Knowledge of the faculty.  Knowledge 
is important factor for any organization but it’s very important for education organization. In educational 
enterprises all faculties are knowledge worker and students are knowledge consumers, therefore 
extraction and management of the knowledge in the proper way is very important for the further use and 
enhancement of that knowledge. Sharing of knowledge is the most important function of a Educational 
Enterprise as one of its main missions is knowledge transfer from teachers to students, teachers to 
teachers and from researchers to the academic community [9] [10].  
Various works have been done in the educational ERP system. A more work introduces the design 
rationale and functions of a teachers’ knowledge management platform - Instructional Planning Assistant 
System which can help teachers through the process of designing, reflecting, modifying, and sharing 
instructional plans to manage   their   instructional practical   knowledge [5]. The implementation of an 
efficient university knowledge management system involves the development of several software 
tools that assist the decision making process for the three main activities of a university: teaching, 
research, and management. Artificial intelligence provides a variety of techniques that can be used by 
such tools: machine learning, data mining, text mining, and knowledge based systems, expert 
systems, case-based reasoning, decision support systems, intelligent agents etc. One more work 
proposes a generic structure of a university knowledge management system. It also presents an expert 
system named ACDI_UPG, developed for academic research activity evaluation. This can be used as 
a decision support tool by the university knowledge management system for planning future research 
activities according to the main objectives of the university and of the national / international 
academic research funding organizations [6]. A work states how the concepts, tools, and techniques 
of organizational knowledge management can be applied in public schools. Teachers and schools 
manage and develop society's knowledge through teaching and learning. But schools, like other 
organizations, do not always manage their own knowledge effectively. Educational organizations 
need to rethink the way they manage their operations with the purpose of responding to the greater 
demands of students, employers and accreditation institute. [4] 
It seems that the combination of different evaluation variables and their subsequent classification 
into structured dimensions and factors can contribute to shape a comprehensive model which helps to 
fill an essential part of the knowledge gap, and represents a further step in investigating ERPs and 
their impact in higher education institutions [1]. Higher educational institutions (HEIs) create and 
apply knowledge during their processes and activities. The growth in the number of HEIs in India in 
the last decade has increased competition and the pressures for performing better. This has forced the 
institutions to recognize the need for knowledge management (KM) initiatives which is a key asset 
[2]. 
In this work we have presented a conceptual framework to design the knowledge management tool in 
the educational ERP system to improve the quality of knowledge in the Higher Educational Institutions to 
improve teaching learning process. 
  
2. Requirement of Knowledge Management tool in Educational ERP System 
 
Educational enterprises are big source of knowledge because all faculty acts as knowledge source, 
researchers are knowledge searcher and students are knowledge gainer, but if a faculty is not able to 
utilize its whole knowledge during the lecture delivery then the students and researchers will not be able 
to gain it. We can classify knowledge mainly in two categories [7] [3] [10]: 
Explicit: which are stored in hard document form and can easily store, extract and manage. 
Tacit: it’s just opposite to Explicit; stores in human mind and comes from lots of experience and very 
difficult to extract and manage. 
Knowledge management systems can contribute to enhancing the different types of activities these 
organizations perform. Knowledge management can aid educational institutions in improving their 
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decision-making processes, in reducing the time for designing curriculum, in research development, in 
improving academic and administrative activities, and in lowering operating costs [1] [8]. In the exiting 
ERP systems available today knowledge management is not included in the proper way. Therefore it does 
not help out faculty, students and institutions in the following manner: 
• To arrange the lectures of the faculty. 
• To interact with peers to share to share their knowledge. 
• To provide guidelines to the new faculties to prepare their lectures. 
• To utilize the knowledge and experience of the exiting faculty in the future by storing their 
knowledge. 
• Two convert tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge, and use that explicit knowledge for 
effective lecture delivery. 
• To motivate and attract students so that they can attend the lectures and clear their doubts. 
Most educational institution or university do not have any prescribed way to follow nor any 
educational ERP system has such capability to meet out the requirement of students and faculties. After 
the complete analysis of teaching and learning process of an educational ERP system, it has found that a 
KM tool is required to add with this system. With the inclusion of this tool, the above mentioned 
requirements would be completed. In the following section knowledge management tool and its design 
methodology has been explained. 
3. Proposed Methodology 
 
The methodology being discussed to design the EKMS tool is inspired after the complete analysis of 
the ERP system of the Lingaya’s University, India. This tool mainly govern faculty, student and subject. 
EKM tool and its interactions with different modules are shown throug the following figures. 
 
Fig. 1 shows that there are three modules Fculty, subject and course which are required to get managed. 
Fig. 2 Part A shows how EKM tool can be helpful to transfer the knowledge from faculty to students. Fig. 
2 Part B explain how faculty can share their knowledge. Fig. 2 part C shows how knowledge of the 
faculty can be utilize by the administration in the present and future also. EKM tool has three different 
modules faculty, course, Student, these are explained through the following tables. 
 
3.1 EKM tool Description  
 
Various modules contained in EKM tool are described through the following tables. Table 2 shoes 
description of Faculty, course and student. 
 
Fig. 1 Concrete Structure of EKMs  Fig. 2 Detail view of EKMs                                                                            
Part-C 
Faculty EKM System Input Output Admin 
Part -B 
Faculty EKM System 
Course
Input Output Faculty 
Part - A 
Faculty EKM System
   Course 
Input Output Student 
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Table 1 Description of Faculty, Course and Student 
Faculty Course Student 
Faculty Code Course Code Student Code 
Faculty Name Course Name Student Name 
Department Stream Branch 
Designation Year Year 
Qualification Units Email 
E-mail Credit  
Phone No Objective  
 Pre-requisite  
A table 2 show that there might be four different kinds of users, first one is Master user who can be an 
overall administrator of the whole system. Second one is a coordinator user whose work is to manage 
departmental administrator work. Third one is Faculty user, who have two job profile one is creator or 
updater of knowledge within the system another is a reader of knowledge like a user. In the last there is 
fourth one that is student who has only reader type of authorization.  
 
Table 2 User Description 
User Types Number of Users Scope  Job Assigned 
Master User/Administrator 
of System 
 
1 Overall in-charge Administrator 
coordinator 1 in Each department With-in Department Departmental 
Administrative work 
Faculty Finite number s With-in the Enterprise Update and Create/Read 
Students Finite Numbers With-in the Enterprise Read 
In the next section experiments have been conducted and their observation and results are shown. 
 
4. Observation & Result 
 
Complete experiment is conducted among 80 faculties and administrators of Lingaya’s university, 
India. Overall 21 parameters have been considered in this work in form of questionnaire and some 
personal interview with administrator peoples. Among these 21 parameters of questionnaire 13 
parameters from ERP system current used by the university and rest of 9 parameters from knowledge 
management are considered. From the data collected through questionnaire and personal interview, 
following observation have been made.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Fig. 3 Hierarchy of Complete course to one lecture 
 
The EKM tool should design the lecture plan as per the fig. 3; the tool shows how the lecture should 
be planned so that it could be relevant to the students. The table 3 shows how complete course is divided 
in lectures. Table 4 explained how course plan can be made in advance so that students can get benefited 
Course 
Units
One Lecture (50 min) 
  5 min recap Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic N 5 min summary
Total time for N topics=40 min
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from each of the lecture deliver by the faculty, so that the students and management of the institute can 
utilize the knowledge in the present and future.  
 
Table 3 Course Plan 
Units Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6 Unit 7 
Name of Unit Intro. To 
ERP 
      
Total 
Lecture/Unit 
6       
Lecture No 
Lecture 1 Intro to ERP       
Lecture 2 Needs & 
benefits 
      
Lecture 3 BPR       
Lecture 4 Data 
warehousing 
      
. Data mining       
. Supply 
chain mgt. 
      
Lecture n        
 
Table 4 Questionnaire for Faculty to Management their knowledge of one Lecture 
Attribute of Lecture Accepted Values of Output User interface form 
elements 
Time It Can lies between 5 to 40 min(for a 50 min lecture) Text Box is used 
Recap Important point from Last lecture (5 min time slot only) Multiline box is used 
Unit Number 1-7 (It will same in multiple lectures) Text box is used 
Unit Name Unit name corresponding to unit number and lecture topic 
name 
Combo Box is used 
Topic Name Name of topic corresponding to time variable (there can be 
multiple topic with multiple time slot in a single lecture) 
Combo Box is used 
Teaching methodology What teaching methodology faculty using to deliver current 
topic (Select from wide range of available list or can put a 
new one 
Combo Box is used 
Resources 
 
  
1. Text Type the text in desire text box related to current topic Multiline box is used 
2. Pdf Upload PDF related to current topic if any File upload box is 
used 
3. ppt Upload PPT associated with current topic File upload box is 
used 
4. Image/Picture Upload Picture or image associated with current topic File upload box is 
used 
5. Video Upload video related to current topic if any File upload box is 
used 
6. Web link Any web reference link related to current topic File upload box is 
used 
7. Books- name Name of book associated to current topic Text box is used 
Assignment Is there any assignment Question related to current topic Text box is used 
Question-Bank Questions Is there any important question for exam point of view Text box is used 
Summary Summarize the whole topic in point (restrict with time limit 
of 5 min) 
Multiline box is used 
 
 
 
Sample Data 
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5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we have shown, how the modules related to teaching and learning can be added with the 
educational ERP system as the respect knowledge management tool. A case study of Lingaya’s 
University ERP system is considered among 80 persons for whole work. The complete work is done 
through the following steps: 
1. Study and analysis of exiting ERP system. 
2. Collection of data related to strength and weakness of the existing system by considering 21 
parameters out of which13 parameters are based on ERP and 9 parameters are based on 
knowledge management. 
3. Adding the complete lesion plan in the unit and course wise along with the sources of the 
material from where these lectures have been prepared. 
In this work we have included lecture module as knowledge management tool which could be useful 
to the faculty to arrange deliver their lecture in the efficient manner. It can also be helpful to the 
students to understand their lecture.  
Institute management will also be benefitted to utilize the stored knowledge in the future. Future 
work could be to implement two more modules practical/Lab module and Research module in the 
EKM tool of the ERP system. 
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